MS-LS3 Heredity: Inheritance and Variation of Traits
MS-LS3
Heredity: Inheritance and Variation of Traits
Students who demonstrate understanding can:
MS-LS3-1. Develop and use a model to describe why structural changes to genes (mutations) located on chromosomes may
affect proteins and may result in harmful, beneficial, or neutral effects to the structure and function of the
organism. [C larification S tatement: E mphasis is on conceptual understanding that changes in genetic material may result in making different proteins.]
[A ssessment Boundary: A ssessment does not include specific changes at the molecular level, mechanisms for protein synthesis, or specific ty pes of mutations.]

MS-LS3-2. Develop and use a model to describe why asexual reproduction results in offspring with identical genetic
information and sexual reproduction results in offspring with genetic variation. [C larification S tatement: E mphasis is on using
models such as P unnett squares, diagrams, and simulations to describe the cause and effect relationship of gene transmission from parent(s) to offspring and
resulting genetic v ariation.]
The performance expectations abov e w ere dev eloped using the follow ing elements from the N RC document A F ramew ork for K-12 S cience Education:

Science and Engineering Practices

Disciplinary Core Ideas

Crosscutting Concepts

Developing and Using Models
M odeling in 6–8 builds on K–5 experiences and
progresses to dev eloping, using, and revising models
to describe, test, and predict more abstract
phenomena and design systems.
 Dev elop and use a model to describe phenomena.
(M S -LS 3-1),(MS-LS3-2)

LS1 .B: Growth and Development of Organisms
 O rganisms reproduce, either sexually or asexually, and transfer
their genetic information to their offspring. (secondary to M S-

C ause and Effect
 C ause and effect relationships may be used to
predict phenomena in natural sy stems. (M S-LS32)
Str ucture and Function
 C omplex and microscopic structures and systems
can be v isualized, modeled, and used to describe
how their function depends on the shapes,
composition, and relationships among its parts,
therefore complex natural structures/sy stems
can be analy zed to determine how they function.
(M S -LS 3-1)

LS 3-2)

LS3 .A: Inheritance of Traits
 G enes are located in the chromosomes of cells, w ith each
chromosome pair containing tw o variants of each of many
distinct genes. E ach distinct gene chiefly controls the production
of specific proteins, w hich in turn affects the traits of the
indiv idual. Changes (mutations) to genes can result in changes
to proteins, w hich can affect the structures and functions of the
organism and thereby change traits. (M S-LS3-1)
 V ariations of inherited traits between parent and offspring arise
from genetic differences that result from the subset of
chromosomes (and therefore genes) inherited. (M S-LS3-2)
LS3 .B: V ariation of Traits
 In sexually reproducing organisms, each parent contributes half
of the genes acquired (at random) by the offspring. Individuals
hav e tw o of each chromosome and hence two alleles of each
gene, one acquired from each parent. These versions may be
identical or may differ from each other. (MS-LS 3-2)
 In addition to v ariations that arise from sexual reproduction,
genetic information can be altered because of mutations.
Though rare, mutations may result in changes to the structure
and function of proteins. S ome changes are beneficial, others
harmful, and some neutral to the organism. (M S-LS3-1)
C onnections to other DCIs in this grade-band: M S.LS1.A (M S-LS3-1); M S.LS4.A (M S-LS3-1)
A rticulation across grade-bands: 3 .LS3.A (M S-LS3-1),(MS-LS3-2); 3 .LS3.B (M S-LS 3-1),(MS-LS 3-2); H S.LS1.A (M S-LS3-1); H S.LS1.B (M S-LS3-1),(MS-LS3-2); H S.LS3.A (M S-LS31),(M S -LS 3-2); H S.LS3-B (M S-LS3-1),(MS-LS3-2)

C ommon Core State S tandards Connections:
ELA /Literacy –
RST .6-8.1
RST .6-8.4
RST .6-8.7
SL.8 .5

M athematics –
M P .4
6 .SP .B.5

C ite specific textual evidence to support analysis of science and technical texts. (M S-LS 3-1),(MS-LS 3-2)
Determine the meaning of symbols, key terms, and other domain-specific words and phrases as they are used in a specific scientific or technical context relevant
to grades 6-8 texts and topics. (M S -LS 3-1),(MS-LS3-2)
Integrate quantitative or technical information expressed in w ords in a text w ith a v ersion of that information expressed visually (e.g., in a flow chart, diagram,
model, graph, or table). (M S -LS3-1),(MS-LS3-2)
Integrate multimedia and visual displays into presentations to clarify information, strengthen claims and evidence, and add interest. (M S-LS3-1),(MS-LS3-2)
M odel w ith mathematics. (MS-LS 3-2)
S ummarize numerical data sets in relation to their context. (M S-LS 3-2)

* The performance expectations marked w ith an asterisk integrate traditional science content w ith engineering through a P racti ce or Disciplinary C ore Idea.
The section entitled “Disciplinary Core Ideas” is reproduced verbatim from A F ramework for K-12 S cience Education: P ractices, Cross-Cutting C oncepts, and C ore Ideas. Integrated
and reprinted w ith permission from the N ational A cademy of S ciences.
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